
CLEARING SCAN FOR BEGINNING OF SRC4U SESSION 
 
100% oppression clear 73743748                                                                             
A powerful field of sovereign Divinity now surrounds me 9631573       
Achieve what is desired 77614277     
Activate all chakras 6233771      
All is well 15968279                                                                  
All vitamins and proteins 5687407        
Any and all dark negative energy here or around my family I now command to leave 
70785448                 
Apply bioenergetics in health maintenance 82233034                                        
Astral negativity 64711844                        
Attract good 67564806     
Automatically produce the correct frequencies for healing 87151940        
Balance 12 cranial nerves 79049147                             
Balance non beneficial stress in the human nervous system and brain 60869834                      
Balance the two hemispheres of the brain 64604782                
Banish all demons in the name of Jesus Christ 4089188   
Banish all witch- craft and replace with Jesus Christ divine guidance 6376634         
Blend emotions and logic into powerful energy 76031949       
Blessings to everything unfolding around me 65167896               
Block all unwanted astral visitors 65482052     
Boost immunity 338263153    
Clear frequencies that do harm 67179701               
Clear radiation 84909160                                                                        
Close any non-beneficial portals or vortices 76518458    
Complete extermination from existence all demons, incantations, black magic, spells, hexes, 
curses, illness, damage, implants and anything similar 84993566                                                      
Connect to the Unified Field 1767248      
Conscious energy of healing 62551372      
Cord cutting 7375059                                    
Create the world you want to contemplate and experience 30318331     
Dark to Light 3533425     
De-activate demonic energy 63462754                                               
Defense from misfortunes of this world 3804103     
Delete non-beneficial matrix energy 84396709       
Destroy all virus 60158370                  
Destroy black magic rituals 38433049                          
Dimensional disturbances 370920574        
Disable chemical weapon delivery systems 62043305                       
Dismantle the matrix of programmed in belief systems that create the reality you and I are living 
in 79233268   
Dismantle the non-beneficial programming 9513105                                 



Experience the miraculous 76415534         
Feeling self-love and self-worth is my constant inner state 30172114                                    
Financial blessings 312845213                                        
Free from threats to health and vitality 74157871                    
Freedom from mind control 78091379   
fulfill deepest personal capabilities in this life 9098788                       
Gain and maintain control of consciousness 9678141  
I AM presence 71286105        
I now tap into Universal healing energy 3907226      
I quickly absorb the energetic energy needed for my higher good 2639193    
Invisible to agents of darkness 3417807                                    
Love 5294361  
Manifest a beautiful harmonious world 32054105                      
Maximum protection 80989520      
Negative energy remover 2352647                           
Neutralize the work of dark magicians 1715231                              
Now closed to all psychic attack 81242003                                           
Partner with the Holy Spirit 9425439      
Permanently banish all demons and unwanted thought patterns and body features with Jesus 
Christ 5270409     
Possession correction 9909635                                                        
Protection from cyberattacks 3706551                                  
Psychic protection 3123094     
Psychic shield 29391889                                                
Raise the energy of all substance consumed to the highest appropriate level to accomplish my 
highest purpose  70872045      
Rebuke all demonic power 89236152                
Receive higher frequencies from the Universe 3257953                         
Remove black magic 10985812                                           
Remove curse 74106092      
Remove evil eye 458004879                                       
Remove fear 58706488                                      
Remove hex 4614145                                  
Remove negative energy from house 3106278          
Remove negative forces 717282692    
Remove poltergeist from home 151005801   
Shield to block weaponized weather, frequency, and economics 9962647      
Sorcery removal 5684480             
The powers of darkness are now destroyed 60686733                                                       
Unconditional love 449917822         
upgrade to the highest level of vibrational expression 88454054                           
Vaporize contracts from reptilians 85346712               
Vaporize smart dust 3254206  
 


